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Digital identity wallets, expected to play a major role in digital

a high degree of security. Whilst much work remains to be done

interactions in the coming years, are now well documented,

before this becomes a reality, the trend nevertheless illustrates a

especially with the driving licence or state ID mobile wallet project

tectonic shift in digital interactions where high-quality identity and

in the USA and, in the EU, the eIDAS 2.0 proposal centred around

payment attributes are combined to offer a value-added and secure

European Digital Identity (EUDI) wallets. Less well known is the

experience to customers.

impact these could have on payment methods, especially as an
alternative to cash which is in structural decline for day-to-day

Mutual authentication – the key to trustworthiness

payments. Could digital identity wallets leverage their high level

and interoperability

of assurance and trusted environment into the payment area and

Digital identity wallets are inherently multi-purpose and meant to

foster a more competitive and fraud-proof environment?

offer interoperability, i.e. connect with different service providers,
not just those affiliated to, or members of, a given identity network

The debate is now open in the EU with the eIDAS 2.0 proposal

or scheme. Users must be able to interact securely with other

requiring large online platforms and major service providers to

user wallets and different terminals from different relying parties.

accept EUDI wallets, including banks and financial service providers

However, interoperability also implies that data exchanges are

who will therefore rely on the high level of assurance offered by

expected to be made with third parties that are not immediately

EUDI wallets for onboarding processes. These will also be deemed

recognisable or known to the wallet user and cannot be assumed

to meet applicable Customer Due Diligence requirements under

by him/her to be trusted. This has structural implications:

applicable AML/CFT rules, as would be expected from a multipurpose high-quality digital identity wallet under the control of its
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• Interacting with relying parties where identity or other attributes/
credentials are to be exchanged must imply a two-way

user. The eIDAS 2.0 proposal also mandates that EUDI wallets

authentication (ie, of the relying party by the wallet user and of

support offline connectivity and comply with Strong Customer

the wallet user by the relying party) so that each party can satisfy

Authentication (SCA) requirements applicable in banking and

itself that it is dealing with the right person or organisation. If

financial matters, therefore enabling the payment use case of

this is not done, users risk passing sensitive personal data to

digital identity wallets and facilitating payment authentication with

malevolent actors; ➔
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